This paper presents a machine learning approach based on an SVM classifier coupled with preprocessing rules for crossdocument named entity normalization. The classifier uses lexical, orthographic, phonetic, and morphological features. The process involves disambiguating different entities with shared name mentions and normalizing identical entities with different name mentions. In evaluating the quality of the clusters, the reported approach achieves a cluster F-measure of 0.93. The approach is significantly better than the two baseline approaches in which none of the entities are normalized or entities with exact name mentions are normalized. The two baseline approaches achieve cluster F-measures of 0.62 and 0.74 respectively. The classifier properly normalizes the vast majority of entities that are misnormalized by the baseline system.
Introduction:
Much recent attention has focused on the extraction of salient information from unstructured text.
One of the enabling technologies for information extraction is Named Entity Recognition (NER), which is concerned with identifying the names of persons, organizations, locations, expressions of times, quantities, ... etc. (Chinchor, 1999; Maynard et al., 2001; Sekine, 2004; .
The NER task is challenging due to the ambiguity of natural language and to the lack of uniformity in writing styles and vocabulary used across documents (Solorio, 2004) .
Beyond NER, considerable work has focused on the tracking and normalization of entities that could be mentioned using different names (e.g. George Bush, Bush) or nominals (e.g. the president, Mr., the son) (Florian et al., 2004) . Most of the named entity tracking work has focused on intra-document normalization with very limited work on cross-documents normalization.
Recognizing and tracking entities of type "Person Name" are particularly important for information extraction. Yet they pose interesting challenges that require special attention. The problems can result from: 1. A Person's name having many variant spellings (especially when it is transliterated into a foreign language). These variations are typically limited in the same document, but are very common across different documents from different sources (e.g. Mahmoud Abbas = Mahmod Abas, Mohamed El-Baradei = Muhammad AlBaradey … etc). 2. A person having more than one name (e.g.
Mahmoud Abbas = Abu Mazen). 3. Some names having very similar or identical names but refer to completely different persons (George H. W. Bush ≠ George W. Bush). 4. Single token names (e.g. Bill Clinton = Clinton ≠ Hillary Clinton). This paper will focus on Arabic cross-document normalization of named entities of type "person name," which would involve resolving the aforementioned problems. As illustrated in Figure  1 , the task involves normalizing a set of person entities into a set of classes each of which is formed of at least one entity. For N input entities, the output of normalization process will be M classes, where M ≤ N. Each class would refer to only one person and each class would contain all entities referring to that person.
For this work, intra-document normalization is assumed and an entity refers to a normalized set of name mentions and nominals referring to a single person in a single document. Florian et al. (2004) were kind enough to provide the authors access to an updated version of their state-of-the-art Named Entity Recognition and Tracking (NERT) system, which achieves an F-measure of 0.77 for NER, and an F-measure of 0.88 for intra-document normalization assuming perfect NER. Although the NERT systems is efficient for relatively short documents, it is computational impractical for large documents, which precludes using the NERT system for cross-document normalization through combining the documents into one large document. The main challenges of this work stem from large variations in the spelling of transliterated foreign names and the presence of many common Arabic names (such as Muhammad, Abdullah, Ahmed …etc.), which increases the ambiguity in identifying the person referred to by the mentioned name. Further, the NERT system output system contains many NER errors and intra-document normalization errors.
In this paper, cross-document normalization system employs a two-step approach. In the first step, preprocessing rules are used to remove errant named entities. In the second step, a support vector machine (SVM) classifier is used to determine if two entities from two different documents need to be normalized. The classifier is trained on lexical, orthographic, phonetic, and morphological features.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a background on cross-document NE normalization; Section 3 describes the preprocessing steps and data used for training and testing; Section 4 describes the normalization methodology; Section 5 describes the experimental setup; Section 6 reports and discusses experimental results; and Section 7 concludes the paper and provides possible future directions.
Background
While considerable work has focused on named entity normalization within a single document, little work has focused on the challenges associated with resolving person name references across multiple documents. Most of the work done in cross-document normalization focused on the problem of determining if two instances with the same name from different documents referring to the same person (Fleischman and Hovy, 2004) . Fleischman and Hovy (2004) focused on distinguishing between individuals having identical names, but they did not extend normalization to different names referring to the same individual. Their task is a subtask of what is examined in this paper. They used a large number of features to accomplish their work, depending mostly on language specific dictionaries and wordnet. Some these resources are not available for Arabic and many other languages. Mann and Yarowsky (Mann and Yarowsky, 2003) examined the same problem but they treated it as a clustering task. They focused on information extraction to build biographical profiles (date of birth, place of birth, etc.), and they wanted to disambiguate biographies belonging to different authors with identical names.
Dozier and Zielund (Dozier and Zielund, 2004 They used a Bayesian network to match the name mentions to the biographical records.
Bhattacharya and Getoor (Bhattacharya and Getoor, 2006 ) introduced a collective decision algorithm for author name entity resolution, where decisions are not considered on an independent pairwise basis. They focused on using relational links among the references and co-author relationships to infer collaboration groups, which would disambiguate entity names. Such explicit links between co-authors can be extracted directly. However, implicit links can be useful when looking at completely unstructured text. Other work has extended beyond entities of type "person name" to include the normalization of location names (Li et al., 2002) and organizations (Ji and Grishman. 2004 ).
Preprocessing and the Data Set
For this work, a set of 7,184 person name entities was constructed. Building new training and test sets is warranted, because the task at hand is sufficiently different from previously reported tasks in the literature.
The entities were recognized from 2,931 topically related documents (relating to the situation in the Gaza and Lebanon during July of 2006) from different Arabic news sources (obtained from searching the Arabic version of news.google.com). The entities were recognized and normalized (within document) using the NERT system of Florian et al (2004) . As shown in Figure 2 , each entity is composed of a set of name mentions (one or more) and a set of nominal mentions (zero or more).
The NERT system achieves an F-score of 0.77 with precision of 0.82 and recall of 0.73 for person name mention and nominal recognition and an Fscore of 0.88 for tracking (assuming 100% recognition accuracy). The produced entities may suffer from the following: 1. Errant name mentions: Two name mentions referring to two different entities are concatenated into an errant name mention (e.g. "Bush Blair", "Ahmadinejad Bush"). These types of errors stem from phrases such as "The meeting of Bush Blair" and generally due to lack of sufficient punctuation marks. 2. NE misrecognitions: Regular words are recognized as person name mentions and are embedded into person entities (e.g. Bush = George Bush = said). 3. Errant entity tracking: name mentions of different entities are recognized as different mentions of the same entity (e.g. Bush = Clinton = Ahmadinejad). 4. Lack of nominal mentions: Many entities do not contain any nominal mentions, which increases the entity ambiguity (especially when there is only one name mention composed of a single token).
To overcome these problems, entities were preprocessed as follows: 1. Errant name mentions such as "Bush Blair"
were automatically removed. In this step, a dictionary of person name mentions was built from the 2,931 documents collection from which the entities were recognized and normalized along with the frequency of appearance in the collection. For each entity, all its name mentions are checked in the dictionary and their frequencies are compared to each other. Any name mention with a frequency less than 1/30 of the frequency of the name mention with the highest frequency is automatically removed (1/30 was picked based on manual examination of the training set). Figure 2 Entity Description 2. Name mentions formed of a single token consisting of less than 3 characters are removed. Such names are almost always misrecognized name entities. 3. Name entities with 10 or more different name mentions are automatically removed. The NERT system often produces entities that include many different name mentions referring to different persons as one. Such entities are errant because they over normalize name mentions. Persons are referred to using a limited number of name mentions. 4. Nominal mentions are stemmed using a context sensitive Arabic stemmer (Lee et al. 2003) to overcome the morphological complexity of Arabic. For example, " ‫"ر‬ = "president", " ‫ا‬ " = "the president", "
‫وا‬ " = "and the president", " ‫ر‬ " = "its presidents" … etc are stemmed to " ‫"ر‬ = "president".
Cross-document entities are compared in a pairwise manner and binary decision is taken on whether they are the same.
Therefore, the available 7,184 entities lead to nearly 26 million pairwise comparisons (For N entities, the number of pair wise comparisons = 2 ) 1 ( − N N ).
Entity pairs were chosen to be included in the training set if they match any of the following criteria: 1. Both entities have one shared name mention. 2. Both entities have shared nominal mentions. 3. A name mention in one of the entities is a substring of a name mention in the other entity. 4. Both entities have nearly identical name mentions (small edit distance between both mentions). The resulting set was composed of 19,825 pairs, which were manually judged to determine if they should be normalized or not. These criteria skew the selection of pairs towards more ambiguous cases, which would be better candidates to train the intended SVM classifier, where the items near the boundary dividing the hyperplane are the most important. For the training set, 18,503 pairs were normalized, and 1,322 pairs were judged as different. Unfortunately, the training set selection criteria skewed the distribution of training examples heavily in favor of positive examples. It would interesting to examine other training sets where the distribution of positives and negatives is balanced or skewed in favor of negatives.
The test set was composed of 470 entities that were manually normalized into 253 classes, of which 304 entities were normalized to 87 classes and 166 entities remained unnormalized (forming single-entity classes). Using 470 entities leads to 110,215 pairwise comparisons. The test set, which was distinct from the training set, was chosen using the same criteria as the training set. Further, all duplicate (identical) entities were removed from the test set. The selection criteria insure that the test set is skewed more towards ambiguous cases. Randomly choosing entities would have made the normalization too easy.
Normalization Methodology
SVMLight, an SVM classifier , was used for classification with a linear kernel and default parameters.
The following training features were employed: where f 1i is the frequency of the shared name mention in first entity, and f 2i is the frequency of the shared name mention in the second entity. ∑ f 1i is the number of name mentions appearing in the entity. 2. The maximum number of tokens in the shared name mentions, i.e. if there exists more than one shared name mention then this feature is the number of tokens in the longest shared name mention. 3. The percentage of shared nominal mentions between two entities, and it is calculated as the name commonality but for nominal mentions. 4. The smallest minimum edit distance (Levenshtein distance with uniform weights) between any two name mentions in both entities (Cohen et al., 2003) and this feature is only enabled when name commonality between both entities equals to zero.
Phonetic edit distance, which is similar to edit distance except that phonetically similar characters, namely ‫ت({‬ -t, ‫ط‬ -T), ‫ك(‬
1 }, are normalized, vowels are removed, and spaces between tokens are removed. 6. The number of tokens in the pair of name mentions that lead to the minimum edit distance. Some of the features might seem duplicative. However, the edit distance and phonetic edit distance are often necessary when names are transliterated into Arabic and hence may have different spellings and consequently no shared name mentions. Conversely, given a shared name mention between a pair of entities will lead to zero edit distance, but the name commonality may also be very low indicating two different persons may have a shared name mention. For example "Abdullah the second" and "Abdullah bin Hussein" have the shared name mention "Abdullah" that leads to zero edit distance, but they are in fact two different persons. In this case, the name commonality feature can be indicative of the difference. Further, nominals are important in differentiating between identical name mentions that in fact refer to different persons (Fleischman and Hovy, 2004) . The number of tokens feature indicates the importance of the presence of similarity between two name mentions, as the similarity between name mentions formed of one token cannot be indicative for similarity when the number of tokens is more than one.
Further, it is assumed that entities are transitive and are not available all at once, but rather the system has to normalize entities incrementally as they appear. Therefore, for a given set of entity pairs, if the classifier deems that Entity i = Entity j and Entity j = Entity k , then Entity i is set to equal Entity k even if the classifier indicates that Entity i ≠ Entity k , and all entities (i, j, and k) are merged into one class.
1 Buckwalter transliteration scheme is used throughout the paper
Experimental Setup
Two baselines were established for the normalization process. In the first, no entities are normalized, which produces single entity classes ("no normalization" condition). In the second, any two entities having two identical name mentions in common are normalized ("surface normalization" condition). For the rest of the experiments, focus was given to two main issues: 1. Determining the effect of the different features used for classification. 2. Determining the effect of varying the number of training examples. To determine the effect of different features, multiple classifiers were trained using different features, namely:
• All features: all the features mentioned above are used, • Edit distance removed: edit distance features (features 4, 5, and 6) are removed, • Number of tokens per name mention removed: the number of shared tokens and the number of tokens leading to the least edit distance (features 2 and 6) are removed.
To determine the effect of training examples, the classifier was trained using all features but with a varying number of training example pairs, namely all 19,825 pairs, a set of randomly picked 5,000 pairs, and a set of randomly picked 2,000 pairs.
For evaluation, 470 entities in test set were normalized into set of classes with different thresholds for the SVM classifier. The quality of the clusters was evaluated using purity, entropy, and Cluster F-measure (CF-measure) in the manner suggested by Rosell et al. (2004) . For the cluster quality measures, given cluster i (formed using automatic normalization) and each cluster j (reference normalization formed manually), cluster precision (p) and recall (r) are computed as follows: , where n i number of entities in cluster i, n j number of entities in cluster j, and n ij number of shared entities between cluster i and j.
The CF-measure for an automatic cluster i against a manually formed reference cluster j is: 
, where n is the total number of entities in the set to be normalized (470 in this case).
As for entropy of a cluster, it is calculated as:
log , and the average entropy as:
The CF-measure captures both precision and recall while purity and entropy are precision oriented measures (Rosell et al., 2004) . Figure 3 shows the purity and CF-measure for the two baseline conditions (no normalization, and surface normalization) and for the normalization system with different SVM thresholds. Since purity is a precision measure, purity is 100% when no normalization is done. The CF-measure is 62% and 74% for baseline runs with no normalization and surface normalization respectively. As can be seen from the results, the baseline run based on exact matching of name mentions in entities achieves low CF-measure and low purity. Low CF-measure values stem from the inability to match identical entities with different name mentions, and the low purity value stems from not disambiguating different entities with shared name mentions. Some notable examples where the surface normalization baseline failed include: 1. The normalization of the different entities referring to the Israeli soldier who is imprisoned in Gaza with different Arabic spellings for his name, namely " ‫د‬ " (jlEAd $lyT), "
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‫د‬ " (jlEAd $AlyT), "
‫ي‬ ‫"ا‬ (the soldier $lyt), and so forth. 2. The separation between " ‫ا‬ ‫ا‬ ‫"ا‬ (King Abdullah the Second) and " ‫ا‬ ‫ا‬ ‫ا‬ " (King Abdullah ibn Abdul-Aziz) that have a shared name mention " ‫ا‬ ‫"ا‬ (King Abdullah). 3. The normalization of the different entities representing the president of Palestinian Authority with different name mentions, namely ‫زن"‬ ‫"أ‬ (Abu Mazen) and " ‫د‬ ‫س‬ " (Mahmoud Abbas).
The proposed normalization technique properly normalized the aforementioned examples. Given different SVM thresholds, Figure 3 shows that the purity of resultant classes increases as the SVM threshold increases since the number of normalized entities decreases as the threshold increases. The best CF-measure of 93.1% is obtained at a threshold of 1.4 and as show in Table  1 the corresponding purity and entropy are 97.2% and 0.056 respectively. The results confirm the success of the approach. Table 1 highlights the effect of removing different training feature and the highest CFmeasures (at different SVM thresholds) as a result. The table shows that using all 6 features produced the best results and the removal of the shared names and tokens (features 2 and 6) had the most adverse effect on normalization effectiveness. The adverse effect is reasonable especially given that some single token names such as "Muhammad" and "Abdullah" are very common and matching one of these names across entities is an insufficient indicator that they are the same. Meanwhile, the exclusion of edit distance features (features 4, 5, and 6) had a lesser but significant adverse impact on normalization effectiveness. Table 1 reports the best results obtained using different thresholds. Perhaps, a separate development set should be used for ascertaining the best threshold. Table 2 shows that decreasing the number of training examples (all six features are used) has a noticeable but less pronounced effect on normalization effectiveness compared to removing training features. 
Conclusion:
This paper presented a two-step approach to crossdocument named entity normalization. In the first step, preprocessing rules are used to remove errant named entities. In the second step, a machine learning approach based on an SVM classifier to disambiguate different entities with matching name mentions and to normalize identical entities with different name mentions. The classifier was trained on features that capture name mentions and nominals overlap between entities, edit distance, and phonetic similarity. In evaluating the quality of the clusters, the reported approach achieved a cluster F-measure of 0.93. The approach outperformed that two baseline approaches in which no normalization was done or normalization was done when two entities had matching name mentions. The two approaches achieved cluster Fmeasures of 0.62 and 0.74 respectively.
For future work, implicit links between entities in the text can serve as the relational links that would enable the use of entity attributes in conjunction with relationships between entities. An important problem that has not been sufficiently explored is cross-lingual crossdocument normalization. This problem would pose unique and interesting challenges. The described approach could be generalized to perform normalization of entities of different types across multilingual documents.
Also, the normalization problem was treated as a classification problem. Examining the problem as a clustering (or alternatively an incremental clustering) problem might prove useful. Lastly, the effect of cross-document normalization should be examined on applications such as information extraction, information retrieval, and relationship and social network visualization.
